
==== VESPER EM Map Alignment Results ==== 
The compressed zip file attached in this email contains the VESPER 
calculation result for the job you submitted. The zip file includes the 
EM map of the reference, one PDB file that contains vectors in the target 
map, ten mrc files for each of the top 10 superimpositions of the target 
map, and one txt file with normalized Z-scores of the 10 
superimpositions.  
 
To view the superimposition results from VESPER, you need to firstly 
install Pymol on your computer. If you have submitted the VESPER search 
using EMDB IDs, please read the descriptions and directions in Section I. 
If you have submitted the VESPER search by uploading map files, please 
read the descriptions and directions in Section II. 
 
== Section I. Directions for VESPER Search Results Using EMDB IDs. == 
 
1) emd_xxxx.map: This is the map file for the reference map. The 
reference map is fixed in VESPER search process. The target map is 
superimposed onto the reference map.  
  
To view this map file in Pymol, open Pymol first, then run the following 
commands in Pymol: 
bg_color white 
set normalize_ccp4_maps, 0 
load emd_xxxx.map (replace xxxx by the ID of the map file in your result) 
isosurface xxxx_isosurface, emd_xxxx, reference_contour_level (replace 
reference_contour_level by the author recommended contour level for the 
reference map suggested in EMDB) 
  
2) xxxx-xxxx.pdb: This PDB file shows the vector representation for the 
target map in each of the top 10 models identified by VESPER.  
  
To view this file together with the reference map, firstly open Pymol and 
run the commands listed in 1), then run the commands below: 
load xxxx-xxxx.pdb (replace xxxx by the ID in your result) 
set transparency, 0.4 
hide cartoon, xxxx-xxxx 
show spheres, xxxx-xxxx 
spectrum b, rainbow, xxxx-xxxx  
  
3) target_transform_model_*.mrc: each of those mrc files shows one of the 
top 10 models identified by VESPER for the target map. 
“target_transform_model_1.mrc” is the best model identified by VESPER, 
“target_transform_model_2.mrc” is the second best model, 
“target_transform_model_3.mrc” is the third best model, and so on. 
  
To view the best model together with the reference map and the vector pdb 
file, open Pymol and run the commands listed in 1) and 2), and then run 
the commands below: 
load target_transform_model_1.mrc 
isosurface model1_isosurface, target_transform_model_1, 
target_contour_level (replace target_contour_level by the author 
recommended contour level for the target map suggested in EMDB) 
  



4) xxxx-xxxx.pdb.normzscore.txt: This file shows the normalized Z-score 
for each of the top 10 models identified by VESPER. Empirically, related 
maps have normalized Z-score larger than 10.0.  
  
The procedures we use to calculate the normalized Z-score is as follows: 
In VESPER search process, the query map is placed in a rotational pose 
with the angle interval (specified in Angle Spacing). For each rotational 
pose, the query map is translated by the translational interval 
(specified in Voxel Spacing) to optimize the summation of dot products of 
matched vectors (the DOT score). The largest DOT score among all the 
translations for a rotational pose is stored. We then perform single-
linkage clustering of all the DOT scores with a cutoff of 20% of the 
difference between the maximum and minimum DOT scores of the entire 
distribution, and calculate the mean and standard_deviation of the 
largest cluster. The clustering step is needed to deal with highly 
symmetric maps, where many rotations at the correct shifting position 
give similar scores and form distinct small high-scoring cluster from the 
rest. By applying the clustering step, we can neglect the small high-
scoring cluster from the background distribution. 

The Z-score of the each of the top 10 models is defined as 
(DOT_Score - mean)/standard_deviation. 
  
== Section II. Directions for VESPER Search Results Using Uploaded Map 
Files. == 
1) reference.map:  The reference map is fixed in VESPER search process. 
The target map is superimposed onto the reference map.  
  
To view this map file in Pymol, open Pymol first, then run the following 
commands in Pymol: 
bg_color white 
set normalize_ccp4_maps, reference_contour_level 
load reference.map  
isosurface reference_isosurface, reference, reference_contour_level (If 
you have provided the contour level for the reference map when you submit 
the VESPER search, replace reference_contour_level by the contour level 
you provided. Otherwise, replace reference_contour_level by 0, as VESPER 
uses contour level = 0 by default.) 
 
For example, if you used the example input file provided on VESPER 
website, the commands above will be: 
bg_color white 
set normalize_ccp4_maps, 0 
load reference.map  
isosurface reference_isosurface, reference, X 
 
For X above, provide an appropriate contour level to view the map. 
If you used the example input file provided at the VESPER website, which 
is Reference-EMD-3238.map, then replace X with 0.04, because 0.04 is the 
author-recommended contour level as provided at the EMDB website, 
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/entry/emdb/EMD-3238/experiment. 
  
2) customMapResult.pdb: This PDB file shows the vector representation of 
the target map in each of the top 10 models identified by VESPER.  
  



To view this file together with the reference map, firstly open Pymol and 
run the commands listed in 1), then run the commands below: 
load customMapResult.pdb 
set transparency, 0.4 
hide cartoon, customMapResult 
show spheres, customMapResult 
spectrum b, rainbow, customMapResult  
  
3) target_transform_model_*.mrc: each of those mrc files shows one of the 
top 10 models identified by VESPER for the target map. 
“target_transform_model_1.mrc” is the best model identified by VESPER, 
“target_transform_model_2.mrc” is the second best model, 
“target_transform_model_3.mrc” is the third best model, and so on. 
  
To view the best model together with the reference map and the vector pdb 
file, open Pymol and run the commands listed in 1) and 2), and then run 
the commands below: 
load target_transform_model_1.mrc 
isosurface model1_isosurface, 
target_transform_model_1,target_contour_level (If you have provided the 
contour level for the target map when you submit the VESPER search, 
replace target_contour_level by the contour level you provided. 
Otherwise, replace target_contour_level by 0, as VESPER uses contour 
level = 0 by default.) 
 
For example, if you used the example input file provided on VESPER 
website, the commands above will be: 
load target_transform_model_1.mrc 
isosurface model1_isosurface, target_transform_model_1, 0.04 
  
4) customMapResult.pdb.normzscore.txt: This file shows the normalized Z-
score for each of the top 10 models identified by VESPER. Empirically, 
related maps have normalized Z-score larger than 10.0.  
  
The procedures we use to calculate the normalized Z-score is as follows: 
In VESPER search process, the query map is placed in a rotational pose 
with the angle interval (specified in Angle Spacing). For each rotational 
pose, the query map is translated by the translational interval 
(specified in Voxel Spacing) to optimize the summation of dot products of 
matched vectors (the DOT score). The largest DOT score among all the 
translations for a rotational pose is stored. We then perform single-
linkage clustering of all the DOT scores with a cutoff of 20% of the 
difference between the maximum and minimum DOT scores of the entire 
distribution, and calculate the mean and standard_deviation of the 
largest cluster. The clustering step is needed to deal with highly 
symmetric maps, where many rotations at the correct shifting position 
give similar scores and form distinct small high-scoring cluster from the 
rest. By applying the clustering step, we can neglect the small high-
scoring cluster from the background distribution. 

The Z-score of the each of the top 10 models is defined as 
(DOT_Score - mean)/standard_deviation. 
 
 
 



==== Contact Information and Reference ==== 
If you have any questions about your calculation result or VESPER in 
general, please contact: Daisuke Kihara (dkihara@purdue.edu). 
 
If this VESPER calculation result is used for publication, please cite: 
Xusi Han, Genki Terashi, Siyang Chen, & Daisuke Kihara. VESPER: Global 
and Local Cryo-EM Map Alignment Using Local Density Vectors. Manuscript 
in preparation. (2020). 
 
VESPER website: http://kiharalab.org/em-surfer/vesper.php 
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